ABSTRACT In augmented reality, interactive shadow casting between virtual and real objects is crucial for the consistency of the appearance of integrated scenes. Since real shadow-casting objects may not be fully visible in live videos, simulating the shadows that they cast onto virtual objects based on 3D reconstruction will fail. To address this issue, we propose a framework for simulating shadow interactions in live outdoor videos based on shadow edges. The simulation framework consists of two components: real-time casting shadow detection from live videos with moving viewpoints and generation of shadow volumes. First, we propose a novel split-based shadow detection framework that accounts for moving viewpoints. Then, a visual-perception-guided adaptive sampling strategy is developed to generate high-quality shadow volumes. The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm achieves visually consistent shadow interactions for live outdoor videos, which significantly enhances the photorealism of the generated scenes for augmented reality (AR) applications.
IN this paper, we investigate the problem of simulating shadow interactions between virtual and real-world objects under augmented reality (AR) scenarios. Shadows provide important visual cues to humans for understanding natural scenes and performing related spatial reasoning tasks. For instance, the human eye take a cue from shadows to judge where a light source is located, what an object is made of, how far away it is and how it relates spatially to its surroundings. Therefore, shadow interactions are important in convincing the viewer that what he or she is seeing is actually occurring. Without the subtle interplay of shadows, even the most photorealistic scenes become less credible.
In the field of AR, intensive attention has been focused on geometrically registering virtual objects into real scenes, and great success has been achieved [1] , [2] . Recently, to ensure illumination consistency between synthetic and real objects, various methods for estimating the illumination distribution of natural scenes based on a single image or videos have been developed [3] , [4] . However, for shadow processing in AR, most previous studies focused on the real-time rendering of
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shadows that are cast by virtual objects [5] , [6] and overlooked the shadow interactions of real scenes that are cast onto the virtual objects, especially in handling live videos that were captured with freely moving cameras.
Shadows are caused by object occlusions. Therefore, when handling shadow interactions between virtual objects and real objects, Jacob et al. [7] and Jiddi et al. [8] exploited the known 3D geometry of the real scene and the position of the light source to compute the shadow areas and simulated shadow interactions between virtual objects and real scenes. Although the 3D geometry that is provided by a depth camera or a vision-based algorithm such as depth estimation [9] [10] [11] or SLAM [12] [13] [14] can facilitate shadow interaction recovery, the main limitation of utilizing the 3D geometry of the scene to simulate shadow interaction is as follows: shadows may be visible even if the shadow-casting objects are not fully visible in the videos. For example, the right building in Fig. 1(a) is partly visible in the video and the shadow-casting wall in Fig. 1(b) is not visible at all. The incomplete visibility of shadow-casting objects causes the 3D-geometry-based shadow computation to fail.
To address the above issue in simulating the cast shadow of a real-world object on a virtual object in the context of moving viewpoints, we propose a novel framework for simulating shadow interactions based on detected shadow boundaries from the video facilitated by the scene's depth map. Our solution consists of two main steps: (1) detecting online the real shadow edges stably across videos and (2) projecting the detected shadow edges to generate shadow volumes of the shadow-casting object together with the lighting direction.
In the first step, the challenges of detecting shadows from videos that were recorded under a fixed viewpoint versus a moving viewpoint is difficult. Whereas a background or reference image can be obtained via user interactions or adaptively learned and updated in a video with a fixed viewpoint, no reference image is available for obtaining foreground in a video with moving viewpoints. To account for the moving viewpoint of a video, we propose dividing the shadows in each frame of the video into two parts: The first part is projected by 3D shadow points from the previous frame and the second part is the new shadow that emerges into the current frame due to the camera movement. By projecting most of previously appearing shadow edges and detecting only a few portions of the newly appearing shadow edges online, our splitting shadow detection framework not only is sufficiently efficient for realizing online performance but also successfully avoids the instability of repeated detection independently for each frame in the presence of image noises and varying illumination conditions.
To cast the shadow of a real object onto a virtual object, we present a method for constructing shadow volumes based on detected shadow edges of the real object. However, due to the discrete sampling from the image to 3D space, the initial shadow volumes produce jagged shadow boundaries on the surfaces of virtual objects, which cannot be resolved via anti-aliasing in the image space. To address this issue, we fit shadow points in the object space as continuous curves and develop an adaptive sampling strategy for producing smooth and realistic shadow casting effects.
The main contributions of the paper include the following:
• A framework for simulating shadow interactions of AR based on shadow edges;
• A framework for detecting shadows from outdoor live videos that were captured from moving viewpoints;
• A strategy for adaptive sampling of the shadow volume based on the visual quality of the generated shadow boundaries.
II. RELATED WORK A. SHADOW DETECTION FROM VIDEOS
In video surveillance, many video-based shadow detection algorithms have been proposed for detecting the shadows of moving cars or pedestrians [15] [16] [17] . For example, Andalibi et al. [17] developed a fast shadow detection approach in which each video frame is compared to continuously updated background image. They differentiate shadow areas from the foreground by assuming that the shadow pixels are associated with background pixels through a nonlinear tone mapping. However, the examined videos by such detection methods are mostly limited to those that were captured under fixed viewpoints. The challenges of detecting static shadows that were captured with moving cameras and moving shadows that were captured with static cameras differ. From a fixed viewpoint, a static or moving background image can be obtained via user interaction or adaptively learned and updated. No reference image is available for obtaining the foreground in moving-viewpoint videos. Furthermore, shadow detection methods for video surveillance typically focus on the isolation of moving objects and shadows. Highly precise shadow detection is sometimes unnecessary. Alternatively, the shadow boundaries can be tracked across the video. As the shadows do not have specified shapes, traditional object tracking algorithms that are designed for rigid and fixed shapes [18] , [19] are unsuitable for tracking shadows. Flow-based tracking is error-prone due to the dramatic intensity difference across shadow edges. Moreover, shadow tracking alone is not sufficient for detecting shadows from videos with moving viewpoints since shadows also occur in the emerging area of a frame in a moving video. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no work on online shadow detection with moving viewpoints has been published.
Recently, some deep learning-based shadow detection algorithms [20] , [21] have achieved good shadow area detection accuracy. However, exploiting these algorithms to detect shadows from individual video frames independently would forfeit the valuable clues to attain temporal coherence, leading to unstable detection results due to image noises and illumination variations. Therefore, they are not suitable for dealing with live videos.
B. SHADOW PROCESSING IN AR
In the field of AR, most previous works focus on the real-time rendering of shadows that are cast by virtual objects while ignoring the interactive shadow casting between real and virtual objects. Recently, shadow interactions were considered by researchers. Jacob et al. [7] proposed a method for simulating the shadow interaction between a virtual object and a real object based on the scene geometry and the illumination position. Jiddi et al. [8] also developed a geometry-based method for casting shadows of virtual objects onto a ground plane. However, these 3D geometry-based methods fail to simulate shadow interactions when the geometric information of the shadow projection object is not available.
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Xing et al. [22] and Karsch et al. [23] developed approaches for simulating shadow interactions in a single image via user interaction. After requiring the user to select the neighboring shadow and non-shadow regions that have the same reflectance, Xing et al. utilized the technique of texture mapping to reproject the shadow on the ground onto the virtual object. Alternately, Karsch et al. required the user to specify the geometry and the light sources of the scene. However, users cannot accurately determine the positions of light sources that do not appear in the image. The excessive time consumption and the requirement for user interaction render these approaches inapplicable to live videos in AR.
To generate shadow interactions under the scenarios of AR, Lu et al. [19] segmented out the foreground of a moving person, and used the depth data that were captured by a spherical vision camera to construct the shadow volume of the foreground; then, the shadows were recast onto virtual objects. Madsen et al. [24] also proposed recasting shadows of real objects based on the 3D geometry of the scene. Although these algorithms are effective in producing visually convincing results, a main disadvantage is the assumption of a fixed camera, which limits the applications for mobile AR. Furthermore, when objects that are casting shadows are not fully visible in videos, the algorithms fail. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed framework for simulating shadow interactions in AR. The framework involves four basic steps: 1) depth data acquisition and camera calibration, 2) real shadow detection from live videos, 3) shadow volume construction and 4) virtual object rendering and image composition. As shown in Fig. 3 , our framework divides the current frame, namely, frame k, into a projection area (PA) and a new area (NA). The previous frame, namely, frame k − 1, is projected to frame k with the estimated camera pose and the scene's depth information; the overlap between frame k and the projected frame is called the projection area. NA is the emerging new content of frame k that is due to FIGURE 3. Proposed framework for detecting shadows from a live video that was captured with a freely moving camera. The previous frame, namely, frame k − 1, and the current frame, namely, frame k, are shown int the purple and red solid rectangles, respectively. The projection area and the new area are outlined with yellow and blue dashed lines, respectively.
III. OVERVIEW
the camera movement and is calculated by subtracting PA from frame k. Then, an optimization method is introduced in Sec. IV-A for removing the projection error that is caused by data noise in the depth data and the camera pose estimate. Subsequently, the new shadows in NA are detected via the method in Sec. IV-B. After linking discontinuous shadow edges by enforcing the consistency of the edge gradient direction in Sec. IV-C, Sec. V-A presents a method for constructing shadow volumes based on detected shadow edges. Then, each shadow volume is further refined via an adaptive sampling strategy to achieve smooth shadow casting effects in Sec. V-B. After rendering the inserted virtual objects, image composition is performed with the method that was proposed by Xing et al. [22] . The AR integration results with noticeable enhancement of the photorealism are finally obtained.
IV. DETECTION OF SHADOW EDGES FROM OUTDOOR LIVE VIDEOS
Currently, our shadow detection framework is mainly designed for static shadows. If the camera that is capturing a live video has been calibrated and the depth data of the scene are available (as described in Sec. VI-A), the correspondence between each pixel and a 3D point is established. Then, we divide the shadow edges in each frame into projected shadow edges and new shadow edges. In this section, to overcome projection errors that are caused by noisy camera parameters and depth data, we will optimize the initially projected shadow edges. Then the shadow features that are extracted from optimized projection shadows are utilized to detect the new shadow edges. Afterward, a linking procedure that is based on the consistency of the gradient direction is performed on both the projected and new shadow edges. Beyond that, our system maintains a global 3D point set of detected shadow edges. When the camera returns to a previously detected scene, we can quickly identify the detected shadow edges by projecting the points in the set to frame k. 
A. OPTIMIZATION OF PROJECTED SHADOW EDGES
As shown in Fig. 3 , most of the shadows are distributed throughout the projection area. In this area, the shadow edge points of frame k can be directly projected from frame k − 1. The shadow edges in the new area must be detected via the detection method, which we will explain in Sec. IV-C. After that, the projection and detection results are combined.
Due to the inevitable noise in the processes of camera calibration and depth data acquisition, the positions of the projected shadow edges may not be highly accurate, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . To reduce the deviation, we use the result of image-based shadow detection to optimize the projected shadows. First, we detect the shadow edges based on the canny detection results. Prior to canny detection, we exploit mean shift filtering to smooth the image to avoid the influences of soft shadow and image noise. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) present the results of these two steps. Then, a pixel on the canny edge for which the intensity ratio of the two sides of its gradient direction exceed a specified threshold (0.65 from the dark side to the bright side) is identified as being on the shadow edge. We combine the projected shadow edges with canny-based shadow edges by searching for shadow edge pixels in a small neighborhood (3×3 pixels) of each projected edge pixel. If there is a pixel on a canny-based shadow edge, we replace the projected shadow pixel with the canny-based shadow pixel.
As the projected edges typically do not greatly deviate from the actual edges, this simple optimization is sufficient for obtaining more precise locations of shadow edges. As shown in Fig. 4 (d) , the positions of the optimized shadow edges are more accurate than those of the initial ones. However, according to Fig. 4 (d), due to the fixed size of the neighborhood, the optimized shadow edges are not as continuous as the initial shadow edges. To overcome this problem, we use the continuity of the canny edges and the constraint on the consistency in the gradient directions, which will be introduced in Sec. IV-C, to link edges. The linking result is shown in Fig. 4 (e). Finally, continuous and accurate shadow edges can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4 (f) .
B. DETECTION OF NEW SHADOW EDGES
Typically, outdoor illumination mainly consists of the sunlight and skylight, which are almost across the scene due to their far distance from the scene. Therefore, the optimized projected shadows (for simplicity, they will be called projected shadows later) and new shadows in the same frame share the similar or same lighting conditions. When detecting new shadows, an intuitive strategy is to learn the shadow features of projected shadows that correspond to the lighting characteristics of the current frame, for example, the ratio of sunlight and skylight. Considering the real-time requirement for live video, instead of extracting complex features as in traditional learning methods from a single image, we use simple yet effective illumination features.
As shown in Fig. 5 , along with the gradient orientation of each projected shadow pixel x, a pixel p in a shadow area VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Example of a pixel p in the shadow area, a pixel x on a shadow edge and a pixel q in the non-shadow area. p and q are selected by moving along the gradient direction of x for a specified number of pixels.
and q in a non-shadow area that have the same distance from x can be selected. In the paper, we model sunlight as a directional light source and skylight as ambient light. According to the principles of shadow generation, the point q is illuminated by the full lighting including the sunlight and skylight, and p by only skylight. Since the ratio between the magnitude of the sunlight L sun and skylight L sky determines the brightness of the scene, we extract the ratio between the magnitude of the sunlight and skylight from projected shadows as a feature for discriminating the new shadow edges. In practice, we use the average intensity (the lighting channel of LAB space) over small neighborhoods of p, x, and q (3 × 3 pixels) instead of single pixels. Now, we focus on extracting the ratio from the projected shadows.
In the image formation equation [25] , an image is the pixel-wise product of illumination and reflectance:
, where I (x) is the observed RGB color at pixel x, and L(x) and R(x) are the illumination and the reflectance (albedo), respectively at pixel x. For p and q,which are in shadow and non-shadow regions, respectively, the image intensities are as follow:
As p and q are adjacent to the shadow edge, we assume they have similar reflectance, namely, R(p) ≈ R(q); it follows that:
where θ is the incident angle between the direction of the sunlight and the surface normal at p. For pixels with known normal directions or planar pixels, the ratio r = L sun /L sky is calculated. For each pixel x on the projected shadow edges, we compute r x . Then, an averaged ratio across all the pixels on the projected edges is calculated and denoted as r s .
In the new area, we use the canny edge detector to identify edges and discriminate the new shadow edges from the canny edges. For each pixel y on a canny edge, we compute r(y) via the same approach. Then, the ratio S(y) = r(y)/(r s + r(y)) is used to determine the similarity between r(y) and the ratio that was learned from the projected shadows.
According to the spatial relationships with the projected shadow edges, new shadow edges are typically of two types: connected with projected shadow edges and isolated from projected shadow edges. Connected new shadow edges make up the majority of the new shadow edges; isolated new shadow edges are rare but do exist. Naturally, connected new shadows are much more similar in appearance to projected shadows than to isolated shadows, as the former have similar reflectance properties and local illumination with a high probability. Therefore, when determining the probability of feature similarity, the characteristics of connected and isolated new shadows should be considered.
For isolated new shadows, both the reflectance and the local lighting may substantially differ from those of projected shadows; traditional features such as the color and intensity difference in shadow and non-shadow regions are also important. According to the results of Xiao et al. [26] , shadow edges typically exhibit larger differences in the ratio of hue and value in HSV space than non-shadow edges. Similar to them, for a pixel y on a canny edge, we select pixels p and q via the same approach as in Fig. 5 and use the difference of the ratio, which is denoted as M (y), as another feature:
Based on the above analysis, in the paper, we exploit the spatial distance between y and a projected shadow edge as a weight w(y) that controls the balance two features, which is defined as the normalized average distance between y and the t nearest pixels on the projected shadow edges. Finally, the probability of y being a shadow pixel is calculated as follow:
C. LINKING SHADOW EDGES
When optimizing projected shadow edges (Sec. IV-A), due to the fixed size of the neighborhood, the optimized projected shadow edges sometimes are not continuous. Furthermore, the newly detected shadow edges may not be continuous either. Here, we utilize the continuity of the canny edge and the consistency in the gradient orientations of shadow edges to refine them. First, the continuity of the canny edge is adopted to link discontinuous edges. We cast the broken edge onto the canny edge and identify the breakpoints. The depth-first search (DFS) algorithm [27] is used to sort the projected shadow edges. Then, the order of the edge pixels is utilized to connect the breakpoints.
To avoid over-connections, which are manifested as r-junctions, we use the consistency in gradient orientations to refine linked edges. After optimizing the projected shadow edges, we select the neighborhood of the breakpoints as set N j (x), where j is the order of the corresponding breakpoints. We use C j (x) to represent the candidate set, where C j (x i ) is the set of pixels on canny edges and C j (x i ) is in the neighborhood of N j (x). For each pixel x in N j (x), we compute the average gradient direction g x over N j (x). Then for each pixel x i in C j (x i ), we compute the gradient direction g x i . The angular difference is formulated as:
If d(x i ) < α (α is a threshold, which is set to 10 in our experiments), x i is identified on the shadow edges. After optimizing the shadow edges by using the gradient orientations, continuous shadow edges are obtained as shown in Fig. 4 (f) .
D. ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION
In the image preprocessing step, we perform Gaussian blurring, mean shift filtering and canny edge detection on the image.
Algorithm 1 Shadow Detection
input : The 2D shadow edge point sets of the k − 1th frame Replace it with nearby canny-based shadow edge points, as discussed in IV-A ;
8
Calculate the average intensity ratio r s via (3); Add Point to S 2D k ;
13
Find the breakpoints of the kth frame;
14
Use the DFS algorithm in IV-C to connect the breakpoints and add the newly connected points to C(x);
15
for Point of C(x) do 16 Calculate g x , g x i , and d(x i ) via (7); 
V. CONSTRUCTION OF A SHADOW VOLUME
With the detected shadow edges, this section will introduce our method for constructing the shadow volume of shadow-casting object. First, we fit shadow points in 3D as continuous curves. Then, we use them, together with the sunlight direction, to render shadow volumes. Finally, we propose adaptively sampling the shadow volume so that smooth shadow edges on virtual objects are generated.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COARSE SHADOW VOLUME
In the field of rendering, a volume is typically rendered by extending the silhouette of an occluding object. However, when the occluding object is not fully visible, we cannot directly determine the shadow volume. To overcome this problem, we use extracted real shadow edges, together with the sunlight direction, to generate a shadow volume in object space. Then, the depth-fail algorithm is used to determine whether a virtual object is in the real shadow area or not. Fig. 6 shows an illustration of the shadow volume generation.
For each pixel on a shadow edge, starting from its 3D point, a ray along the direction of the sunlight, namely, d l , is emitted. In practice, we set a maximum length along d l . If the occluding object is not fully visible, the cast shadow is typically truncated by at least one image border. Correspondingly, its shadow volume will be naturally truncated by the 3D planar surfaces of image borders. For a completely visible shadow-casting object, we use the information of its 3D geometry to truncate the shadow volume. Via this approach, the surface of the shadow volume is coarsely approximated by a series of parallelograms. The left image of Fig. 7 shows the result of integrating a ball into a scene, in which a shadow is cast by the coarse shadow volume of a partially visible building. Due to the discrete sampling from the image to 3D space, the coarse shadow volume produces jagged shadow boundaries on the surfaces of virtual objects. As shown in the right image of Fig. 7 , the jagged portions of the shadow boundaries of the ball cannot be resolved via anti-aliasing in the image space. They are caused by the low approximation accuracy. To obtain high approximation accuracy, the shadow edges in the object space should be finely resampled.
B. REFINEMENT OF THE SHADOW VOLUME
To perform sufficient resampling of the shadow edges in the object space, we fit the shadow points as continuous curves. For simplicity, we use the Bezier curve to fit the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. The left image shows the jagged boundary of the shadow that is cast onto a virtual ball. The right image demonstrates that the shadow boundary remains jagged after the application of an anti-aliasing operation.
shadow edges. Due to the complex configuration of outdoor shadows, direct Bezier fitting leads to large errors. Instead, we divide the 2D shadow edges into piecewise-smooth segments using the discrete curvature. Then, the shadow points fall into segments. For each segment, the first point, namely, P 0 , and the last point, namely, P 2 , are set as control points. Then, with the coordinates of other points on the segment, the optimal point, namely, P 1 , is obtained via a least-square Bezier curve fitting:
When resampling the fitted curves, the number of sampled points should be sufficient for generating smooth shadow edges and as small as possible to maintain the efficiency. To meet this objective, we propose an adaptive sampling strategy. For each 2D segment l with n pixels, denoting the distance between the first pixel P 1 2d and the last pixel P n 2d as d(P 1 2d , P n 2d ), their 3D distance, namely, d(P 1 3d , P n 3d ), is first calculated. Then, the ratio d(P 1 2d , P n 2d )/d(P 1 3d , P n 3d ) represents the 3D distance that corresponds to a unit pixel in the image. The smaller the ratio is, the more points should be sampled. Next, when the shadow edges are far from the camera, the number of sampling points should be reduced. Otherwise, we should increase the number of sampling points. Lastly, the distance d(P 1 3d , P n 3d ) also determines the number of sampling points. The final number of sampling points, which is denoted as m, is expressed as:
where d i is the depth of the ith point and is the minimum number of samples, which is set as 2n in our experiments.
C. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
For the algorithm of shadow volume construction and shadow mask rendering, we summarize the workflow as follows:
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
We experimented with 4 real-world scenes, namely, ''building'', ''road'', ''ground'' and ''human'', to evaluate the 
10
Calculate the number of sampling points m via (9);
11
Resample Seg using m and B(t);
12
Open depth testing and stencil testing in the rendering pipeline;
13
Build the shadow volume with Segs 3D ;
14
Render the mask of the shadow interaction result;
performance of the proposed framework. These example scenes have various texture complexities, soft shadows, large camera movement and shadows that are cast by rigid and non-rigid objects. Since it is difficult to acquire ground-truth shadow interactions in real-world scenes, we also rendered a scene ''airplane'' using 3dsMax with a ground-truth for shadow detection and shadow interaction to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method.
A. DATA ACQUISITION AND CALIBRATION
In our experiments, the depth data of the scenes and the camera calibrations were acquired via various approaches. For the example of ''building'' that is shown in the first row of Fig. 11 , the RGBD data were acquired using a stereo camera, namely, Bumblebee2, which has known intrinsic parameters. The camera poses and scene depth data were obtained via ORB-SLAM 2 [2] for examples ''road'' and ''ground'', which are shown in the second and third row, respectively, of Fig. 11 . With the depth data and camera poses, the correspondences between the image pixels and the visible 3D points are established in each frame. However, the 3D points and the camera poses that were obtained using Bumblebee2 and ORB-SLAM 2 are noisy for the subsequent processing. They offer inaccurate depth information and leave holes in areas where the point clouds are irregularly sampled. Since planar surfaces are highly desirable for placing virtual objects, we use RANSAC to fit the largest planar surface, which will be considered as the ground for placing virtual objects. This step not only identifies the inliers of depth the data but also fills the holes. For rendered scene ''airplane'', the camera poses and the ground plane are known in advance. The Sun's position is calculated based on the user location and the time of day at capture, which is physically calibrated with the scene.
B. ACCURACY VALIDATION AND COMPARISON
The proposed framework involves two components: detecting real shadows in a live video and casting shadows with the generated shadow volume. Therefore, we will first evaluate the proposed split-based shadow detection approach. To the best of the author's knowledge, there are no public methods that have been specially designed for detecting shadows from live videos that were captured with moving viewpoints. Nonetheless, tracking shadow edges based on optical flow is a possible solution, which will be used for visual and quantitative comparisons with our results. To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the shadow detection results, we compare our results with ground-truth values that were obtained via human labeling. We also quantitatively compared the shadow detection results with the ground-truth for the rendering example ''airplane''. For the shadow interaction simulation, the first methods are based on the 3D geometry of the scene. It will fail in the scene where the shadow caster is not visible. So we did not compare these methods to ours. The second methods need users to specify the light source position or scene geometry, and then the information is used to estimate the illumination. Since these methods are not designed for online systems, we did not compare its detection and rendering time with our method. Our rendering results are compared with those of Xing et al. [22] , who exploited the technique of texture mapping to reproject the shadow on the ground onto the virtual object. Moreover, we evaluated our algorithm by comparing its results with the ground-truth of rendered scene ''airplane''. Fig. 8 shows the shadow detection results of the proposed framework on three real scenes ''road'' (first row), ''ground'' (second row) and ''human'' (last row). In the example ''road'', when the camera moves toward the right, a new shadow that is cast onto the ground surface with complex textures on the right part of the fourth image emerges in the video. Meanwhile, a shadow that is cast onto a piecewise planar surface appears from the lower part of the fourth image. Our algorithm accurately detects these new shadows. The new shadows in example ''ground'' include a connected shadow that is cast by a person and a spatially isolated new shadow that enters from the upper-right corner of the third image. The shadow detection in example ''human'' is more challenging. According to the figure, the shadows in the fourth image differ completely from those in the first image; hence, many new shadows enter the video. The shadows of a tree and an invisible building that newly appear in video scenes are successfully detected by the proposed algorithm, which demonstrates its robustness to large camera movements.
1) SHADOW DETECTION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The scene is challenging because it combines complex ground textures, cross-shading detection, complex shadow shapes, and large camera rotations. According to the picture, as the camera moves, we detect material shadows in the new scene area. At the same time, the existing shadow was accurately tracked when the camera rotated to a large degree, which demonstrates that our algorithm is robust to complex scenarios. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Shadow detection comparison. From the first to the last row: tracked shadow edges, projected shadow edges from the previous frame without optimization, shadow edges that are detected via our method, in which the red pixels indicate the new shadow edges that are detected in each frame.
TABLE 1.
Comparison among the results of tracking methods that are based on optical flow (tra.) and projection (pro.) and our method (ours), which are measured in terms of Precision, Recall and F-measure.
A comparison of our shadow detection results with those of flow-based shadow edge tracking is shown in Fig. 9 . According to the first row of Fig. 9 , as the frame number increases, the tracked shadow edges increasingly deviate from the actual edges. Due to errors in estimating the camera poses and depth data, the projected shadow edges of the previous frame also deviate from the actual shadow edges. Our method optimizes the deviated projected shadow edges and precisely detects newly appearing shadows by learning the features of the projected shadows. The detected new shadow edges are shown in red color in the third row of Fig. 9 . Compared with tracking-based and projection-based shadow detection, our approach produces more accurate and complete shadow edges.
To quantitatively measure the accuracy of our shadow detection algorithm versus the other two approaches, three frequently used metrics, namely, precision, recall, and F-measure, are adopted, along with manually labeled ground-truth shadow boundaries [28] . The precision is the probability that a detected boundary pixel is a true boundary pixel. The recall is the probability that a true boundary pixel is detected. F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Higher values of precision, recall, and F-measure correspond to superior shadow detection results. These three factors are determined via direct pixel-wise comparison between the ground-truth and the detected shadow boundaries. For soft shadows of outdoor scenes, sometimes it is difficult to discriminate shadow pixels, even for human eyes. Therefore, the manually labeled ground-truth is not necessarily exactly correct. Therefore, a Euclidean distance error of one pixel is allowed. Then, the three factors are averaged over all video frames. The experimental results on three videos are listed in Table. 1. Our detection results correspond to the highest F-measure values on three videos; hence, the detected shadow edges are the closest to the ground-truth. It is not surprising that the ''human'' scene has the lowest F-measure among the three videos due to the complex textures and soft shadows on the ground surface.
2) RESULTS OF THE SHADOW INTERACTION SIMULATION AND COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To produce realistic rendering results, the magnitudes of the sunlight and the skylight must be estimated. We use the algorithm that is proposed in [29] to calculate the six parameters of L sun and L sky . Then, we insert a virtual moving ball, robot and basketball into the scenes of ''building'', ''road'' and ''ground'', respectively. After constructing the shadow volume of the shadow caster, we use the depth-fail algorithm Step-by-step rendering of the shadow interaction. The second image is a representation of the shadow mask by a three-channel image. Red indicates that the virtual object is outside the shadow and blue indicates that it is inside. Green indicates that the virtually cast shadow is outside the shadow of the scene and cyan indicates that it is inside.
FIGURE 11.
Results of simulating shadow interactions between virtual and real objects. A virtual moving ball is inserted into the ''building'' scene (first row) and a virtual moving robot is inserted into the ''road'' scene (middle row). In the ''ground'' scene (last row), a virtual basketball is integrated. In the former two scenes, the real shadow in each video is cast by a partially visible building; in contrast, the shadows in the last video are cast by a completely invisible person and a completely invisible building.
to render depth maps of the virtual objects that have been inserted into the scenes and the shadows that are cast by the virtual objects. We convert the depth map to a multichannel shadow mask with a range of 0 to 1 for the final rendering and synthesis. As shown in the second image of Fig. 10 , we use a three-channel image to represent the shadow mask. In the actual calculation, we separate the projected shadow and the virtual object into M shadow and M obj . M ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to the pixel being inside the shadow and 1 to outside the shadow.
For a virtual object that has been inserted into a scene, we use the illumination model in [29] (10) For projected shadow rendering, the geometry is determined by shadow mask M shadow and the intensity is calculated with the original color and the average ratio r, as discussed in Sec. IV-B. We calculate the final rendering result I shadow as follows, where I ori denotes the original image:
For the final synthesis, we calculate the final result, namely, I final , via the following formula:
The step-by-step rendering process is illustrated in Fig. 10 . In the three scenes, while the shadow part of each virtual object is illuminated by the skylight only, the sunlit part of each virtual object is illuminated by both the skylight and the sunlight. Fig. 11 shows the integration results for two scenes. Our method realistically simulated the smooth shadows on the surfaces of the ball and robot. Meanwhile, the shadow consistency across the videos is successfully maintained. For full-length video results, please refer to the supplementary video. In these scenes, the shadow-casting walls are only partially visible in the videos; hence, the 3D-geometry-based shadow interaction simulation [7] , [8] is impossible. However, the lack of geometric information does not present any problem for the proposed shadow simulation framework, which supports the image-based shadow casting scheme for successfully simulating interactive shadow casting effects.
It is difficult to obtain the ground-truth of shadow interactions in real-world scenes, especially for a video with moving objects. To evaluate the performance of the shadow interactions simulation, we compared the results of our method with the ground-truth using rendered scene ''airplane''. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the ground-truth and the simulated shadow interactions of our method under four viewpoints. When the plane flies across the shadows that are cast by a partially visible building, our simulated shadow shape on the plane is almost the same as the ground-truth. For the full-length comparison, please refer to the supplementary video.
We also compare the performance of our method with that of the texture-mapping-based method that was proposed by Xing et al. [22] . Fig. 13 shows the comparison result. As indicated by the red rectangles, due to the limited resolution of the shadow map, Xing's method produces jagged shadow boundaries on the virtual robot, thereby resulting in a lack of realism. Instead, our method performs adaptive shadow boundary sampling in the object space and obtains more realistic and smoother shadow boundaries.
The proposed algorithm has been implemented on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790K CPU and 8.00 GB RAM. The shadow detection algorithm is implemented with OpenCV and the shadow volume is rendered by OpenGL with a fixed pipeline. The averaged time costs of the two steps without program optimization for three scenes are listed in Table 2 . According to the table, the higher the video resolution, the higher the time cost. For each video, the step of rendering the shadow volume cost the most time. We conducted a step-by-step test on the time-consumption ratios of detection and rendering. According to Table 3 , the most time-consuming part of the shadow edge detection step is linking the shadow edges. In the process of shadow mask rendering, it takes more time to optimize the shadow volume.
Although our algorithm is designed for online processing, its current version does not achieve real-time performance. The proposed algorithm can be accelerated as follows: First, to reduce the time used in the projection of shadow edges FIGURE 14. Failure cases of our shadow detection algorithm. The first row is a scene in which the shadow of the projection area appears to move and the second row is a scene in which the soft shadow is too wide.
and connection of breakpoints in the projection area, in future work, we will try new line matching methods such as geometric matching. Second, we can use CUDA and multithreaded programming to accelerate the program to perform the time-consuming steps of linking the shadow edges and refining the shadow volume. Third, instead of detecting new shadows for each frame, we can adaptively set frame interval k for detecting new shadows according to the camera motion speed, which is measured by the average optical flow of pixels in a frame. Last, more efficient rendering techniques such as real-time rendering with shader can be exploited to render shadow volumes. In the future, we will continuously optimize the framework to satisfy the real-time requirement of AR.
C. LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Although our shadow detection algorithm yields satisfactory detection results in the scenarios that are considered above, in various special scenarios, the performance of our algorithm must still be improved. First, as discussed earlier, our algorithm is currently only applicable to static shadows. As shown in the first row of Fig. 14, our program is unable to track the shadows of large movements that appear in the projection area. The second, as shown in the second row of Fig. 14, our detection algorithm, which is based on canny edge, does not perform well on the scene with wide soft shadow. To satisfy the computational and storage memory requirements for live video processing, currently, our scheme for detecting new shadows mainly utilizes the illumination intensity ratio between the sunlight and the skylight and color features that are learned from the projected shadow as the discriminant cues. Our scheme might fail to detect new shadows in complex scenarios. However, the proposed framework for detecting shadows from videos with moving viewpoints can incorporate more sophisticated shadow detection approaches, for instance, deep-learning-based shadow detection algorithms [20] , [30] .
Besides, the influence of external environmental factors on the program has also been considered. First, in scenes with extremely low luminance or the ratio between the magnitude of the sunlight and skylight is small, the shadows will be significantly weak. In these cases, the intensity changes across shadow edges will not conform to the proposed illumination model. Therefore, the shadow detection may fail. Secondly, since there is usually no sun in rainy days, outdoor shadows are not generated, and shadow detection is not necessary. Finally, other external factors that are unrelated to changes in illumination, such as wind, would not have much impact on the proposed algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To address the problem of casting the shadows of a real scene onto a virtual object, we propose a framework for shadow volume generation based on the detected shadow edges of the scene. To detect shadows from a live video with moving viewpoints, a novel shadow detection framework is proposed. Then, we developed a method for constructing shadow volumes based on the detected shadow edges. To generate smooth and realistic shadow boundaries on a virtual object, the shadow points in the object space are fitted as continuous curves and an adaptive sampling method is proposed. The experimental results demonstrate that our method generates realistic shadow interactions even when the real shadow caster is completely invisible or partially visible in the video frame, which is not possible via traditional 3D-based shadow interaction methods. This is the first step toward realizing realistic shadow interactions between virtual and real objects in AR systems. With more sophisticated calibration techniques and more accurate depth data, more complex shadow interaction simulations can be performed. We will persistently make efforts in this direction. WENJIA HUANG received the master's degree from the College of Computer Science of Sichuan University. Her research interests include augmented reality and computer vision.
